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Abstract
It is a long-standing open problem whether there exists an output-polynomial algorithm enumer-
ating all minimal hitting sets of a hypergraph. A stronger requirement is to ask for an algorithm
that outputs them in lexicographical order. We show that there is no incremental-polynomial
algorithm for the ordered enumeration, unless P=NP. Notwithstanding, we present a method
with delay O(|H|k∗+2 · |V |2), where k∗ is the rank of the transversal hypergraph. On classes of
hypergraphs for which k∗ is bounded the delay is polynomial.
Additionally, we prove that the extension problem of minimal hitting sets is W [3]-complete
when parameterised by the size of the set which is to be extended. For the latter problem, we
give an algorithm that is optimal under ETH.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Mathematics of computing → Enumeration; Math-
ematics of computing → Hypergraphs; Theory of computation → Oracles and decision
trees; Theory of computation→W hierarchy; General and reference→ General literature.
Keywords and phrases enumeration algorithm, hypergraph transversal, lexicographical order,
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1 Introduction
A reoccurring computational task in the design and profiling of relational databases is the
discovery of hidden dependencies between different attributes. Together with other metadata,
unique column combinations (candidate keys) and functional dependencies help to organise
the data and subsequently enable further cleansing and normalisation [1]. Both structures
are equivalent to hitting sets (transversals), making their detection NP-hard [2, 6]. Moreover,
it is usually not enough to decide the existence of a single, isolated occurrence; instead, one
is interested in compiling a comprehensive list of all dependencies [33]. One thus has to solve
the transversal hypergraph problem.
1 Supported by a Personal Research Fellowship of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, funded by the Scottish
Government
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This problem usually comes in two variants, generation and recognition. To generate
or enumerate the transversal hypergraph means computing, from an input hypergraph, the
collection of its inclusion-wise minimal hitting sets. If necessary, the remaining non-minimal
solutions are then produced by arbitrarily adding more vertices. For the recognition problem,
one is given a pair of hypergraphs and the task is to decide whether one consists of exactly the
minimal transversals of the other. The two variants are intimately connected. For any class of
hypergraphs, there is an output-polynomial algorithm (incremental-polynomial even) for the
generation variant if and only if the transversal hypergraph can be recognised in polynomial
time for this class [4]. It is a long-standing open question whether this decision problem can
be solved efficiently for arbitrary inputs. The transversal hypergraph problem also emerges in
many fields beyond relational databases, like artificial intelligence [25], machine learning [17],
distributed systems [24], integer linear programming [8], and monotone logic [20].
While there is no efficient method for general inputs, it is worth exploring the character-
istics of the concrete application at hand in order to find tractable cases and develop new
techniques. For databases there are two prominent traits: small solutions and the need of
user feedback. Usually the sizes of unique column combinations or functional dependencies
are significantly smaller than the total number of attributes (columns). The MusicBrainz
database [41], as an example, spans hundreds of tables, some of which have hundreds of
columns and millions of rows. Nevertheless, the largest candidate key is of size 4, while it is 7
for the functional dependencies.2 Although one can expect the solutions to be small, there is
generally no a priori guarantee on their maximum cardinality. One thus aims for an algorithm
that is suitable for all inputs and particularly fast on hypergraphs for which the largest
transversal is small. A typical use case for the enumeration of dependencies is to present
them to a human user for inspection. This allows to incorporate domain knowledge that
might otherwise be inaccessible. The interaction with human experts sparks new algorithmic
constraints. The first output should arrive quickly after the start of the execution and
subsequent ones should follow in regular intervals. An algorithm with bounded delay is
preferred over a mere output-efficient procedure. Furthermore, the expert should focus their
attention on ‘interesting’ dependencies. Given an importance ranking on the attributes, an
interesting dependency may be one that contains many high-ranked columns. This naturally
translates to the lexicographical order.
In this work, we devise an algorithm for the enumeration of the transversal hypergraph
in lexicographical order. We bound its delay between consecutive outputs. On hypergraphs
for which the largest transversal is of constant size, the bound is polynomial. Our algorithm
heavily involves an extension oracle for minimal hitting sets. For a fine-grained analysis of its
computational complexity, we employ techniques commonly summarised as fixed-parameter
tractability [18]. During this analysis, we establish the extension oracle as only the third
known example of a natural problem complete for the parameterised class W [3]. The first
one was given by Chen and Zhang [9] in the context of supply chain management; Bläsius,
Friedrich, and Schirneck recently added the detection of inclusion dependencies [6].
Prior Work. The topic of generating and recognising the transversal hypergraph efficiently
is covered in numerous papers over the last three decades. For a detailed overview, we
direct the reader to the survey article [21] and the textbook [26]. It is usually attributed to
Demetrovics and Thi [16] as well as Mannila and Räihä [35], independently, to be the first
2 The numbers are based on personal communication with S. Kruse, F. Naumann, and T. Papenbrock.
For a thorough analysis of the MusicBrainz database, see [33]; other data sets yield similar results [40].
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ones to raise the issue of generating all hitting sets. The existence of an output-polynomial
algorithm for this problem is unknown. However, Fredman and Khachiyan [23] presented
a quasi-polynomial algorithm. The exponent of its worst-case run time has only a sub-
logarithmic dependence on the combined input and output size. Besides this general-purpose
procedure, several tractable special cases have been identified. They exploit structural
properties such as, i.a., bounds on the edge size or degree [7, 17], conformality [31], or
different notions of acyclicity [19, 20]. Hereby, the literature focusses strongly on the input
graph. A notable exception is the work of Eiter, Gottlob, and Makino [20]. They show that
the recognition problem is polynomial-time solvable if the rank of the transversal hypergraph
is bounded. Although not explicitly described there, together with the equivalence by Bioch
and Ibaraki [4], this implies an incremental-polynomial algorithm for the enumeration of
such hypergraphs. We strengthen the result by devising a method for this setting that has
polynomial delay and outputs the transversals in lexicographical order.
Computing all solutions of a combinatorial problem in some natural order has been a
point of interest beyond hitting sets. Lawler [34] was the first to study this topic rigorously.
His ideas were subsequently developed into applications in areas as diverse as the enumeration
of maximal independent sets [29], listing cuts in a graph [43], answers to keyword queries [32],
and models of Boolean CSPs [13], respectively ranked by some weight function.
Finally, in the last couple of years more and more techniques from parameterised complex-
ity have been employed for the analysis of enumeration algorithms. Creignou et al. [14] give
a general overview of the state of the art in parameterised enumeration. Meeks specifically
treats the parameterised complexity of extension problems in [37].
Our Contribution and Outline. We fix some notation regarding hypergraphs and the
complexity measures used in this work in Section 2. In Section 3, we give an algorithm
deciding whether some set X of vertices can be extended to a minimal hitting sets in time
O(|H||X|+1 · |V |). We illustrate the fact that solving this NP-hard problem is inevitable
when enumerating hitting sets in lexicographical order. Our main algorithmic contribution is
presented in Section 4. We devise an algorithm generating the transversal hypergraph in
lexicograpically ascending order with delay O(|H|k∗+2 · |V |2), where k∗ is the rank of the
output hypergraph. In Section 5, we argue that this method cannot be sped up significantly,
by showing that the algorithm for the extension oracle is asymptotically optimal under
ETH. We also prove that the extension problem is one of only a few natural problems being
W [3]-complete. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
2 Preliminaries
Ordered Hypergraphs and Hitting Sets A hypergraph is a finite set V –the vertex set or
universe–together with a system of subsets H ⊆ P(V ) whose elements are the (hyper-)edges.
Unlike some authors, e.g. Berge in the textbook [3], we do not exclude certain special cases
of this definition: empty hypergraphs (H = ∅), empty edges (∅ ∈ H), or isolated vertices
(V )
⋃
E∈HE). When no ambiguity arises, we identify a hypergraph with the collection H
of its edges. We denote by n = |V | the number of vertices, and by m = |H| the number of
edges. The rank of H is the maximum cardinality of its edges, r(H) = max{|E| | E ∈ H}.
A transversal or hitting set for H is a subset H ⊆ V of vertices such that H has a
non-empty intersection with every edge E ∈ H. A transversal is (inclusion-wise) minimal if
it does not contain any other transversal. The minimal transversals of H form the transversal
hypergraph Tr(H) on the vertex set V . We let Nmin = |Tr(H)| denote its cardinality. Minimal
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transversals can be characterised as follows, see e.g. [3, 39].
I Observation 1 (Characterisation of minimal transversals, [3, 39]). A transversal H of H is
minimal if and only if, for every x ∈ H, there is an edge Ex ∈ H such that Ex ∩H = {x}.
We call the edge Ex appearing in Observation 1 a witness for x. If some element of H has
no witness, it is expendable.
Any total ordering < of the universe V induces a lexicographical order on P(V ). We
say a subset S ⊆ V is lexicographically smaller than another subset T , whenever the <-first
element in which S and T differ is in S, cf. [29]. More formally, S 4lex T iff S = T or
min<(S4T ) ∈ S. Here, S4T = (S\T ) ∪ (T\S) is the symmetrical difference. We call any
hypergraph on a totally ordered vertex set an ordered hypergraph.
Enumeration Complexity Enumeration means outputting all solutions without repetitions.
It is well-known that there exists a hypergraph such that the number Nmin of its minimal
transversals is exponential in both n = |V | and m = |H| [4]. This rules out a polynomial
algorithm. Instead, one could ask for an output-polynomial algorithm running in time
polynomial in both the input and output size, i.e., it terminates within p(n,m,Nmin) steps
for some polynomial p. A stronger requirement would be an incremental-polynomial algorithm,
generating the solutions in such a way that the i-th delay, i.e., the time between the (i−1)-th
and i-th output, is bounded by p(n,m, i). The strongest form of output-efficiency is that of
polynomial delay, where we require that the delay between any two consecutive solutions is
universally bounded by a polynomial p(n,m) of the input size only. One can also restrict the
memory consumption of the enumeration algorithm; ideally, it uses only polynomial space.
Parameterised Complexity and ETH In addition to the classical (polynomial) complexity,
we adopt a parameterised approach when dealing with decision problems. For an instance I
and a parameter k ∈ N+, (I, k) is an instance of the corresponding parameterised problem.
The running time of an algorithm is then considered not only in terms of the mere input size
|I| but also in k. A parameterised problem is fixed-parameter tractable, and is said to belong
to the complexity class FPT, if any instance can be solved in time O(f(k) p(|I|)), where p is
a polynomial and f is a computable function. We say that the algorithm runs in FPT-time.
Let Π and Π′ be two parameterised problems. A parameterised reduction from Π to Π′
is a function computable in FPT-time that maps an instance (I, k) of Π to an equivalent
instance (I ′, k′) of Π′ such that the parameter k′ depends only on k (and not on |I|). Two
immediate consequences of this definition are that the total size of the resulting instance
I ′ is bounded by O(f(k) p(|I|)), and that a (hypothetical) FPT-algorithm for problem Π′
yields an FPT-algorithm for Π as well. Hence, considering their parameterised complexity,
Π is at most as hard as Π′.. If the converse relation, Π and Π′ are FPT-equivalent. We
often use a restricted form of parameterised reductions, namely, a polynomial reduction that
preserves the parameter, k′ = k. This class of reductions not only transfers the parameterised
complexity, but also the classical complexity of the underlying decision problem.
The notion of parameterised reduction gives rise to a hierarchy of complexity classes,
the so-called W -hierarchy. It is defined in terms of Boolean circuits. These are directed
acyclic graphs whose vertex sets consist of input nodes, NOT-, AND-, and OR-gates (with
the obvious semantics) as well as a single output node. AND- and OR-gates have potentially
unbounded fan-in. The depth of a circuit is the maximum length of any path from an input
node to the output node, the weft is the maximum number of gates with fan-in bigger
than 2–dubbed large gates–on such a path. The Weighted Circuit Satisfiability
problem asks whether a Boolean circuit has a satisfying assignment with k input nodes set to
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true, parameterised by k. For every positive integer t, the class W [t] is the collection of all
parameterised problems such that there is a parameterised reduction to Weighted Circuit
Satisfiability restricted to circuits of constant depth and weft at most t. The classes
FPT ⊆ W [1] ⊆ W [2] ⊆ . . . form an ascending hierarchy. All inclusions are assumed to be
proper, which is however still unproven [18]. The higher a problem ranks in the hierarchy
the lower we consider the chances of finding an FPT-algorithm to solve it. The W -hierarchy
is contained in the class XP consisting of all problems that allow for an algorithm running in
time O(|I|f(k)), where again f is any computable function.
Another source of conditional lower bounds on the running time of decision algorithms is
the exponential time hypothesis (ETH) introduced by Impagliazzo, Paturi, and Zane [27, 28].
They conjectured that there is no algorithm solving 3-SAT on n variables in time 2o(n).
Polynomial reductions transfers this lower bound to several other computational problems [15].
3 The Extension Problem for Minimal Hitting Sets
This paper is concerned with enumerating all minimal hitting sets in lexicographically
ascending order. It is a common pattern in the design of enumeration algorithms to base
them on an extension oracle or, equivalently, an interval oracle3 [5, 29, 30, 34, 37, 42]. The
extension oracle decides, for a given collection of vertices, whether there is any solution
containing these vertices (and possibly excluding some other set). For the enumeration of
minimal transversals the corresponding extension problem is formally defined as follows.
Extension MinHS
Input: A hypergraph (V,H) and two disjoint sets X,Y ⊆ V , X ∩ Y = ∅.
Output: true iff there is a minimal hitting set H for H with X ⊆ H ⊆ V \Y .
Parameter: |X|.
Usually, we can assume Y to be empty. The reason is that some set H with X ⊆ H ⊆ V \Y
is a minimal hitting set for H if and only if it extends X and is a minimal hitting set for the
reduced hypergraph (V ′,H′), where V ′ = V \Y and H′ = {E\Y | E ∈ H}. If Y is empty, we
also drop it from notation.
There is a major issue with the oracle approach for transversal hypergraphs. Mary
observed in his PhD thesis [36] (see also [30]) that the extension problem is NP-complete
already for the restricted case of minimal dominating sets. Hereby, dominating sets are
regarded as the transversals of the hypergraph having the closed neighborhoods of the graph
as hyperedges. However, we show that when the aim is to enumerate all minimal hitting sets
in lexicographical order, solving Extension MinHS cannot be avoided.
I Lemma 2. It is NP-hard to compute the lexicographically smallest hitting set.
Proof. We show that computing the lexicographically smallest solution also solves the
extension problem. Let (V,H, X) be an instance of Extension MinHS. If X = ∅, we return
false if there is an empty edge ∅ ∈ H and true otherwise. If X 6= ∅, we equip the vertex
set V with a total order <X such that X forms an initial segment of (V,<X).4
We claim that X can be extended to a minimal transversal if and only if the lexico-
graphically smallest solutions H contains X. If H ⊇ X, clearly it extends X to a minimal
hitting set. Suppose now that H + X. Then, every superset X ′ ⊇ X is lexicographically
3 The interval oracle on the set interval [L,U ] is equivalent to the extension oracle on (L, V \U), cf. [5].
4 The order <X is not uniquely defined, but any relation meeting the requirement is equally suitable.
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smaller than H, because X ′\H ⊇ X\H 6= ∅ together with X being an initial sequence
implies min<X (X ′4H) ∈ X. If any superset X ′ were a minimal hitting set, we would have
a contradiction to H being the lexicographically smallest. J
Note that this result does not contradict the statement of Eiter, Gottlob, and Makino [20] that
the “smallest” solution can be computed in linear time. Their definition of “lexicographical
order” translates to the inverse order in our terms. The lexicographically largest minimal
hitting set can indeed be found by a greedy algorithm: it checks for all vertices, starting with
the <-largest one, whether they are expendable.
From Lemma 2 we immediately get the following negative result.
I Corollary 3. There is no incremental-polynomial algorithm for the enumeration of minimal
hitting sets in lexicographical order, unless P=NP.
Corollary 3 a fortiori rules out algorithms that have polynomial delay. In the following, we
give an algorithm for the extension oracle which has exponential run time in general, but is
polynomial if the set to be extended is of constant size. We then use this oracle in Section 4
to devise a method of enumeration whose delay is polynomially bounded at least on classes
of hypergraphs with small transversals.
Parameterised complexity is an effective tool to tackle NP-hard computational problems,
see the textbooks [15, 18, 38] for numerous examples. The main idea is to identify structural
properties of the input instances beyond their mere size that can be exploited algorithmic-
ally. The result is a parameterisation as a function of the input, with smaller parameter
values corresponding to easier instances. In our case, the extension problem can be solved
significantly faster if the cardinality |X| of the set to be extended is small. The subjects of
parameterised analysis are usually decision problems. We show how this approach can also
shed some light on the complexity of enumeration problems.
Often reductions between computational problems are only used to transfer negative
evidence for their tractability. In contrast, we present a parameterised reduction from
Extension MinHS to a problem we call Multicoloured Independent Family; the main
purpose of this reduction is to serve as a preprocessing step in the solution of the extension
problem. The problem formalises the following computational task: given k lists of sets–each
list representing a colour–as well as an additional collection of forbidden sets, one ought to
select a set of each colour such that their union does not completely cover any forbidden set.
Multicoloured Independent Family
Input: A (k+1)-tuple (S1, . . . ,Sk, T ) of systems of sets over a common finite universe.
Output: true iff there are sets S1 to Sk, Si ∈ Si such that ∀T ∈ T : T *
⋃k
i=1 Si.
Parameter: k.
This is a generalisation of the Independent Set problem in hypergraphs, which asks for k
vertices such that they do not cover any hyperedge, parameterised by k. ForMulticoloured
Independent Family, we select sets of vertices from prescribed lists such that the union of
the sets is independent. (We use a single-coloured variant of this problem in Section 5.)
Note that S1, . . . , Sk, and T are in fact hypergraphs over the common universe. However,
to avoid confusion with the other hypergraph problems considered in this paper, we use the
term set system in the context of Multicoloured Independent Family.
I Lemma 4. Extension MinHS andMulticoloured Independent Family are equivalent
under polynomial reductions that preserve the parameter; they are hence FPT-equivalent.
Proof. First, we give a reduction from the extension problem to Multicoloured Inde-
pendent Family. Suppose (V,H, X) is an instance of Extension MinHS. If X = ∅ is
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empty, the reduction outputs some fixed true-instance of Multicoloured Independent
Family iff ∅ /∈ H, and a false-instance otherwise. From now on we assume that X 6= ∅.
Recall the definition of witnesses for some hitting set H. If H is minimal, every x ∈ H
has an edge E ∈ H such that E ∩ H = {x}. Now, for some set X to be extendable to a
minimal solution, it is necessary that there is some edge E such that E ∩X = {x} holds.
(Observe that for the latter we took the intersection with X, instead of H.) So, if any x ∈ X
has no such edge, the reduction outputs a false-instance of Multicoloured Independent
Family. Otherwise, the set system Sx = {E ∈ H | E ∩X = {x}}, containing the potential
witnesses, is non-empty for each x.
Next, we characterise the conditions under which a selection of potential witnesses actually
implies the existence of a minimal extension of X. To this end, we collect in T all edges of
H that share no element with X. Edges that intersect X in more than one element can be
cast aside. We claim that X can be extended to a minimal transversal of H if and only if
there is a selection (Ex)x∈X , Ex ∈ Sx, such that T *
⋃
x∈X Ex for all T ∈ T . This is the
case iff the instance ((Sx)x∈X , T ) of Multicoloured Independent Family evaluates to
true. Note that the parameter k = |X| is trivially preserved by this reduction.
To prove the claim, let H ⊇ X be a minimal transversal. By Observation 1, for every
x ∈ X, there is a witness Ex ∈ H; by construction, Ex is in Sx. Set Z = V \
⋃
x∈X(Ex\{x}).
Since H intersects Ex in x only, we have Z ⊇ H, which makes Z a transversal as well. If one
forbidden set of T were contained in the union ⋃x∈X Ex, Z would not hit this edge of H, a
contradiction. Hence, (Ex)x∈X is a solution to ((Sx)x∈X , T ).
Conversely, suppose (Ex)x∈X , where Ex ∈ Sx for each x, is an admissible selection such
that no member of T is covered by ⋃x∈X Ex. Then, Z = V \⋃x∈X(Ex\{x}) is a transversal
that contains set X: any edge of H that has a non-empty intersection with X is hit by some
x; the remaining ones (in T , if any) all have some element that is not contained in any of
the Ex by assumption. Now let H ⊆ Z be any minimal transversal. H must still comprise
all of X as otherwise one of the edges Ex is not hit.
We now treat the converse reduction from Multicoloured Independent Family to
Extension MinHS. First, observe that above transformation remains valid if we define
the systems Sx = {E\{x} | E ∩ X = {x}} via punctured edges instead. It now suffices
to demonstrate that this modified reduction is capable of producing any given instance
J = (S1, . . . ,Sk, T ) of the Multicoloured Independent Family problem.
Let x1, . . . , xk denote k new elements not previously contained in the common universe
U =
⋃k
i=1
⋃
S∈Si S ∪
⋃
T∈T T . We construct a preimage instance I = (V,H, X) of Exten-
sion MinHS. Set X = {x1, . . . , xk} and take V = U ∪X as the vertex set. The edges of H
comprise the system T together with all sets of the form Si ∪ {xi} for Si ∈ Si. It is clear
that, if the modified reduction is applied to instance I, the output is J . J
The reduction in Lemma 4 gives rise to Algorithm 1 for the extension problem.
I Lemma 5. Algorithm 1 solves Extension MinHS in time O
((
m
|X|
)|X|
mn
)
, and uses linear
space. Here, |X| is the cardinality of the set to be extended, n is the total number of vertices
of the hypergraph, and m is the number of its edges.
Proof. The correctness of the first part up to line 11 of the algorithm is almost immediate
from Lemma 4. We only have to take care of the case Y 6= ∅. Clearly, if X = ∅ is the empty
set, it can be extended to a minimal solution avoiding Y if and only if V \Y is a hitting set.
The conditions E ∩X = {x} (line 8) and (E\Y )∩X = {x} are equivalent since X and Y are
disjoint; the same holds for E ∩X = ∅ and (E\Y ) ∩X = ∅. Therefore, Algorithm 1 in fact
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Extension MinHS.
Input: Hypergraph (V,H) and disjoint sets X,Y ⊆ V , with X = {x1, x2, . . . , x|X|}.
1 Output: true iff there is a minimal hitting set X ⊆ H ⊆ V \Y for H.
2 if X = ∅ then
3 if V \Y is a hitting set for H then return true;
4 else return false;
5 initialise set system T = ∅;
6 foreach x ∈ X do initialise set system Sx = ∅;
7 foreach E ∈ H do
8 if E ∩X = {x} then add E\Y to Sx;
9 if E ∩X = ∅ then add E\Y to T ;
10 if ∃x ∈ X : Sx = ∅ then return false;
11 if T = ∅ then return true;
12 foreach (Ex1 , . . . , Ex|X|) ∈ Sx1 × · · · × Sx|X| do
13 W ← ⋃|X|i=1Exi ;
14 if ∀T ∈ T : T *W then return true;
15 return false;
computes the result of the transformation for the reduced hypergraph (V \Y, {E\Y | E ∈ H})
(see the remark after the definition of Extension MinHS). The foreach-loop starting in
line 12 is brute-forcing the resulting instance of Multicoloured Independent Family by
checking all tuples in the Cartesian product
∏
x∈X Sx.
For the time complexity, we assume that all set operations (membership, product, union,
intersection, and difference) are implemented such that they take time proportional to the
total number of elements contained in the sets. Checking whether V \Y is a hitting set and
computing the systems Sx1 , . . . , Sx|X| , and T can thus be done in O(mn). The cardinality
of the Cartesian product is maximum if all systems have the same number of sets. There are
thus at most (m/|X|)|X| many tuples. For each of them, the algorithm computes the union
W in O(|X|n) and checks all forbidden sets in T in O(mn). Observe that the fact that every
element in X has an edge of its own (as verified in line 10) implies |X| ≤ |H| = m. Hence,
we get a total worst case running time of
O(mn) +
(
m
|X|
)|X|
· O(|X|n + mn) ⊆ O
((
m
|X|
)|X|
mn
)
.
The maintained set systems are all disjoint subsets of H, giving the space requirement. J
Lemma 5 implies that Extension MinHS is in the complexity class XP when parameterised
by |X|. We albeit prove in Section 5 the stronger statement that the problem is in fact
W [3]-complete with respect to this parameter (Theorem 2).
Algorithm 1 decides a given input instance without actually computing a minimal
extension of X. We show that this is indeed enough to enumerate the transversal hypergraph.
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4 Enumerating the Transversal Hypergraph
The idea to employ an extension oracle for enumeration is usually attributed to Lawler [34].
He considered the task of computing not only the optimal solution of a combinatorial problem,
but the K best ones ranked by some cost measure. This can be adapted to enumerate all
solutions ranked by the lexicographical order. Lawler’s technique consists of fixing certain
parts of a solution (in our case, requiring the inclusion of certain vertices) and computing
the optimum among all objects adhering to this constraint. During the computation the
candidates are stored in a priority queue and are treated in the order of increasing cost.
The main bottleneck is the space demand of the queue. For every partial solution, the
algorithm introduces up to n new candidates, where n is the size of the universe, resulting
in an exponential growth. To be able to apply this technique in practise, it is desirable to
find a modification using only polynomial space, see [37, 42]. We show that if the minimal
transversals are ranked lexicographically, we do not need to store intermediate results and
thus forgo the immense space requirement. Instead, we construct a decision tree and use the
extension oracle to prune it.
Additionally, we aim for a guarantee on the waiting time until the next solution is output.
Corollary 3 shows that this guarantee cannot be polynomial in general. We introduce another
parameter beyond the input size for this bound. An important property of a hypergraph is
its rank, that is, the cardinality of its largest edge. We are not so much interested in the
input graph here. The size of the solutions appear to have a much stronger influence on the
efficiency of their enumeration. We thus consider the rank of the transversal hypergraph. The
parameter r(Tr(H)) is the maximum size of any minimal hitting set for H. In what follows,
we denote this quantity by k∗.
I Theorem 1. There is an algorithm that on input (V,<,H) enumerates the minimal hitting
sets of H in lexicographical order. It has delay O(mk∗+2n2), where k∗= r(Tr(H)). The
algorithm uses only polynomial space.
Note that the algorithm is oblivious to k∗, the input consists only of the hypergraph itself.
The upper bound on the delay holds regardless. Thus, on classes of hypergraphs for which
k∗ is a constant, the algorithm has polynomial delay.
Given a pair (X,Y ) of disjoint sets of vertices, we want to enumerate all solution that
contain all of X but no vertex from Y . If X ∪ Y = V , it is enough to check whether X is a
minimal transversal. Otherwise, we recursively enumerate all solutions given by the pairs
(X ∪ {v}, Y ) and (X,Y ∪ {v}), where v is some vertex not previously contained in X or Y .
This leads to the following binary decision tree. Every node in the tree is labelled with
the respective pair (X,Y ). Every level in the tree corresponds to some new vertex v. The
algorithm branches, in every node of this level, on the decision whether to add v to X or
exclude it from the future search. The leaves of the tree then contain the sought solutions.
The extension oracle serves for pruning the tree.
Algorithm 2 recursively traverses this decision tree when given access to the ordered
hypergraph (V,<,H). The subroutine extendable(X,Y ) decides whetherX can be extended
to a minimal hitting set for H avoiding the vertices in Y , using Algorithm 1. We drop the
reference to the hypergraph in notation for brevity. The procedure enumerate receives the
sets X and Y as well as the remaining vertices R = V \(X ∪ Y ) as input and checks whether
a leaf of the tree has been reached. If not, it branches on the assignment of the <-smallest
vertex of R to X or Y . The initial call of this recursion is enumerate(∅, ∅, V ).
I Lemma 6. Algorithm 2 outputs every minimal hitting set of (V,<,H) exactly once in
lexicographically ascending order.
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Algorithm 2: Recursive procedure for the transversal hypergraph problem. Initial
call: enumerate(∅, ∅, V ).
Data: Ordered hypergraph (V,<,H).
Input: Partition (X,Y,R) of the vertex set V .
1 Procedure enumerate(X,Y ,R):
2 if R = ∅ then output X; return;
3 v ← min<R;
4 if extendable(X ∪ {v}, Y ) then enumerate(X ∪ {v}, Y , R\{v});
5 if extendable(X, Y ∪ {v}) then enumerate(X, Y ∪ {v}, R\{v});
Proof. First, consider the full binary tree. Along any path from the root (∅, ∅, V ) to a leaf,
the algorithm decides for every vertex in V whether to assign it to X or Y . The leaves
all bear labels of the form (X,V \X, ∅), and every set X ⊆ V appears exactly once. The
algorithm traverses the tree in pre-order, visiting the leaves from left to right.
Assigning the vertices in the sequence prescribed by < results in the leaves being lexico-
graphically ordered: Let a, b be two leaves with a being left of b. Further, let vertex v be such
that the lowest common ancestor of a and b branches on the assignment of v. That means, v
is the <-smallest element in which the solutions stored in a and b differ. Algorithm 2 tries to
add v to X first (left child; line 4), the vertex is thus contained in the solution in a.
Checking all leaves would amount to a brute-force search, which is too expensive when
Nmin is comparatively small. However, we only need to enter a subtree if we are guaranteed
to find a minimal hitting set in at least one of its leaves. Consider the inner node (X,Y,R)
branching on v = min<R. The leaves of its left subtree represent exactly the sets Z such
that X ∪ {v} ⊆ Z ⊆ V \Y , the right subtree stores X ⊆ Z ⊆ V \(Y ∪ {v}). Hence, we need
to progress to the left child if and only if X ∪ {v} can be extended to a minimal hitting set
avoiding Y . Conversely, we have to enter the left child iff X is extendable without using the
vertices in Y or v. In the extreme case that the input hypergraph has not a single hitting
set, i.e., ∅ ∈ H, both checks in line 4 and 5 fail already in the root node. The algorithm then
returns immediately without an output. J
Next we illustrate how the maximum size k∗ of any minimal solution influences the delay
although the algorithm has no explicit knowledge of this quantity.
I Lemma 7. The delay of Algorithm 2 is O(mk∗+2n2), and it uses linear space.
Proof. The height of the decision tree is |V | = n. After exiting a leaf, the pre-order traversal
is guaranteed to arrive at another leaf within the next 2n− 1 nodes. During the traversal,
one enters a node either from its parent or one of its children. When backtracking from
the right child, one just passes through to the parent; otherwise one of the two calls of the
method extendable is invoked (line 4 when entering from the parent, else line 5). Either
way, the O(m|X|+1n) run time of this check dominates the time spent in the node.
We claim that any set appearing as the first argument of extendable is of size at most
k∗+ 1. To reach a contradiction, assume a node (X,Y, L) is visited during the execution for
which |X|>k∗+ 1. Clearly, this cannot be the root since there X is empty. In the parent of
the node, the respective extendable call had X as the first argument. The set cannot be
extended to a minimal solution as it is already too large. The check returns false and the
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child node is never entered, a contradiction. Therefore, the delay of Algorithm 2 is at most
(2n− 1) ·O(m(k∗+1)+1n) ⊆ O(mk∗+2n2).
Besides the ordered hypergraph (V,<,H), the algorithm needs only the label of the
current node in the decision tree to govern the recursive calls. After the execution of any
extendable check, the constructed set systems (Sx)x∈X and T (see Algorithm 1) can be
discarded. The enumeration has only a linear space overhead altogether. J
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
5 Parameterised Intractability
We have seen that there is no algorithm enumerating all minimal hitting sets in lexicographical
order with polynomial delay, unless there is a polynomial algorithm for every problem in
NP. In this section, we show that our approach is seemingly optimal in the sense that, under
reasonable complexity theoretic assumptions, the extension problem for minimal hitting sets
cannot be computed significantly faster than O(m|X|+1n).
I Theorem 2. Extension MinHS is W [3]-complete when parameterised by the size |X| of
the set which is to be extended. Moreover, there is no algorithm for Extension MinHS
running in time f(|X|)(m+n)o(|X|) for any computable function f , unless ETH fails.
The first part is built on the reduction to and from Multicoloured Independent
Family in Lemma 4 which already gave us an algorithm for the extension problem. An
easy transformation proves the FPT-equivalence of the multicoloured problem and its single-
coloured variant (see below for the formal definition). The formulation of the problem with
a single colour or list is more comfortable when working with Boolean circuits and formulas.
We use this to prove W [3]-completeness in turn.
Recall that for Multicoloured Independent Family we are given k different list of
sets to choose from and another collection of forbidden sets. The aim is to select one set
from each list such that no forbidden set is covered. It is straightforward to define a variant
of this problem with only a single list.
Independent Family
Input: Two systems S, T of subsets of a finite universe and a positive integer k.
Output: true iff there are sets S1 to Sk in S such that ∀T ∈ T : T *
⋃k
i=1 Si.
Parameter: k.
This is essentially the same problem, both from a classical and from a parameterised point of
view. The proof uses standard techniques regularly employed to reduce between parameterised
problems and their multicoloured (sometimes also called partitioned) variants [15, 22].
I Lemma 8. Multicoloured Independent Family and Independent Family are
equivalent under polynomial reductions that preserve the parameter.
Proof. In order to reduce Multicoloured Independent Family to its single-coloured
variant, it is enough to enforce that selecting two sets of the same colour is never a correct
solution. Hence, they must always cover some forbidden set. Let (S1, . . . ,Sk, T ) be an
instance of Multicoloured Independent Family. For every set S ∈ Si, x[S, i] shall be
an new element. We augment the sets with their respective elements, S ∪ {x[S, i]}. The
results are collected in the single system S. Adding the pair {x[S, i], x[S′, i]} to T for each
1≤ i≤ k and S 6= S′ ∈ Si invalidates all unwanted selections. It is easy to check that this
does not destroy any solution of the original instance.
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{a, b} {a, f, g}{a, c}
{b, c, d} {b, d, f} {c, e}
{c, g} {d, e, f, g} {e, f}
{a, c, f} {b, c} {b, g}
{d, e, f} {f, g}
S:
T :
a
acf def fg
b c d e f g
ac
afg
ab ef
defg
cg
ce
bcd
bdf
bc bg
OR
AND
NOT
Figure 1 Illustration of the proof of Lemma 9. On the left side is an instance of Independent
Family, on the right is the resulting circuit of weft 3. All edges are directed downwards, the arrow
marks the output node. Selecting the sets {a, c}, {c, e}, and {c, g} from S solves the instance for
parameter k = 3. Any other combination of three sets covers at least one member of T .
For the converse reduction, we make k copies of system S and ensure that no two copies
of the same set are selected together. We do so by introducing x[S, i] for each S ∈ S and
1 ≤ i ≤ k, defining Si = {S ∪ {x[S, i]} | S ∈ S}, and adding {x[S, i], x[S, j]}, i 6= j, to T . J
For a parameterised problem to be in W [3], it must admit a parameterised reduction to
a family of circuits of bounded depth and weft at most 3. To show hardness for this class,
we instead reduce from a different problem on Boolean formulas. Such a formula is called
antimonotone 3-normalised if it is a conjunction of propositional sentences in disjunctive
normal form (DNF) which only contain negative literals. The Weighted Antimonotone
3-normalised Satisfiability problem (WA3NS) is to decide whether such a formula
has a satisfying assignment with k variables set to true, parameterised by k. WA3NS is
W [3]-complete by the Antimonotone Collapse Theorem of Downey and Fellows [18].
I Lemma 9. Independent Family is in the class W [3] with respect to parameter k.
Proof. Given an instance I = (S, T , k) of Independent Family, we build a Boolean circuit
C of weft 3 that has a satisfying assignment of weight k iff I evaluates to true. C has
one input node for every set S ∈ S. We introduce a large OR-gate for each element in
U =
⋃
S∈S S ∪
⋃
T∈T T . An input node S is wired to such an OR-gate u ∈ U whenever
u ∈ S. Next, we construct a layer of large AND-gates, one for each forbidden set T ∈ T .
Gate u is connected to T if u ∈ T . Finally, the output of all AND-gates in the previous layer
lead to a single large OR-gate whose output is then negated. This negation serves as the
output to the whole circuit. Figure 1 shows an example instance and the resulting circuit.
C can be constructed from I in time polynomial in |I|. It has constant depth and weft 3
as every path from an input node to the output passes through (exactly) one large gate of
each layer. We claim that the circuit is satisfied by setting the input nodes S1, . . . , Sk to
true if and only if the union
⋃k
i=1 Si of the corresponding sets contains no member of T .
Let S1 to Sk be a selection of sets from S. We assign true to the input nodes corresponding
to these sets, and false to the others. This satisfies exactly the OR-gates in the first layer
that represent the elements in
⋃k
i=1 Si. An AND-gate in the second layer, standing for
some set T ∈ T , is satisfied if and only if all its feeding OR-gates are, i.e., iff T ⊆ ⋃ki=1 Si.
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x1 ∧ ∧
(( )
∨ (x2x5x6 ) ∨(x1x3x4x5 )x2 x3
)
∧
(
(x2x6x7x8) ∨ (x2x6x9) ∨ (x1x2x4x5)
)
∧
(
(x1x5x8x9 ) ∨ (x1x3x9 ) ∨ (x1x2x9 )
)
J(1,1)
I1
H
Sx7 = {J(2,1)}
Sx8 = {J(2,1), J(3,2)}
Sx9 = {J(2,2), J(3,1), J(3,2), J(3,3)}
T1 = {J(1,1), J(1,2), J(1,3)}
T :
Sx4 = {J(1,3), J(2,3)}
Sx5 = {J(1,2), J(1,3), J(2,3), J(3,1)}
Sx6 = {J(1,2), J(2,1), J(2,2)}
S:
Sx1 = {J(1,1), J(1,3), J(2,3), J(3,1), J(3,2), J(3,3)}
Sx2 = {J(1,1), J(1,2), J(2,1), J(2,2), J(2,3), J(3,3)}
Sx3 = {J(1,1), J(1,3), J(3,2)}
T2 = {J(2,1), J(2,2), J(2,3)}
T3 = {J(3,1), J(3,2), J(3,3)}
Figure 2 Illustration of the proof of Lemma 10. On the left side is an antimonotone 3-normalised
formula, on the right is the resulting instance of Independent Family. The positions marked by
the grey boxes are indexed by the respective sets. The formula allows for a satisfying assignment of
weight 4 by setting x4, x5, x7, and x8 to true. Equivalently, the union of the sets Sx4 , Sx5 , Sx7 ,
and Sx8 does not cover any forbidden set in T . No assignment with weight at least 5 is satisfying.
The results for all T are collected by the large OR-gate in the third layer and subsequently
negated. All in all, circuit C is satisfied if and only if no forbidden set is contained in the
union of the sets selected by the true inputs. J
The intuition behind the W [3]-hardness is as follows. By De Morgan’s law, moving the
single negation of the circuit C in the proof of Lemma 9 all the way up to the input nodes
results in an antimonotone formula which is in fact 3-normalised. This is not an artefact
of the reduction, but due to a characteristic property of the problem itself. Namely, every
antimonotone 3-normalised formula can be encoded in an instance of Independent Family.
I Lemma 10. Independent Family is hard for W [3] with respect to k.
Proof. We reduce from WA3NS. To that end, we fix some notation regarding 3-normalised
formulas. Suppose ϕ is a propositional formula on the variable set Vars(ϕ). It is antimonotone
3-normalised iff it can be written as
ϕ =
∧
h∈H
∨
i∈Ih
∧
j∈J(h,i)
x(h,i,j),
for some hierarchy of index sets H, {Ih}h∈H , {J(h,i)}h∈H,i∈Ih and variables x(h,i,j) ∈ Vars(ϕ).
This way, h ranges over the constituting subfomulas in DNF, i indexes their conjunctive
terms, and j the negative literals in these terms. Of course, variables may appear multiple
times in the formula, so different triples (h, i, j) may point to the same variable x.
In the following, we construct an instance (S, T , k) of Independent Family which
evaluates to true if and only if ϕ has a weight-k satisfying assignment. As the universe
we take the terms of the DNF subfomulas, i.e., U = {J(h,i) | h ∈ H, i ∈ Ih}. We introduce
a set Sx ∈ S for each variable x ∈ Vars(ϕ). Sx contains all terms in which x occurs,
Sx = {J(h,i) | ∃j : x(h,i,j) = x}. In system T we represent the subformulas themselves by
defining Th = {J(h,i) | i ∈ Ih} and T = {Th}h∈H . The construction is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Suppose there is a satisfying assignment to ϕ which sets variables x1, . . . , xk to true.
Then,
⋃k
`=1 Sx` contains exactly the terms that are not satisfied. If this union were to cover
one forbidden set in T , the corresponding subfomula (and hence ϕ) would also be unsatisfied,
a contradiction. This shows that instance (S, T , k) evaluates to true. Conversely, let Sx1
through Sxk be a selection of sets in S that cover no element of T . In other words, each
subfomula has at least one term in which none of the variables x1, . . . , xk occur. Setting
these variables to true and all others to false surely satisfies ϕ. J
I Corollary 11. Extension MinHS and (Multicoloured) Independent Family are
complete for the class W [3].
Corollary 11 excludes algorithms running in time f(k)p(m,n) for any computable function
f and polynomial p, unless the unlikely collapse FPT=W [3] occurs in the W -hierarchy. In
Section 4 we gave an O(m|X|+1n)-algorithm for Extension MinHS, where |X| is the size
of the set to be extended. Assuming the exponential time hypothesis, we now show that
the dependence of the running time on m is essentially optimal. Namely, we disprove the
existence of any algorithm having a run time of the form f(|X|)(m+n)o(|X|).
There is an established connection between ETH and the complexity of parameterised
intractable problems, cf. [15, Chapter 14]. This connection is anchored at the W [1]-complete
Independent Set problem [12]. The lower bound on the complexity of Independent Set
in terms of both the input size and k is transferred to other parameterised problems via
polynomial reductions that preserve the parameter [10–12].
I Lemma 12 (Parameterised intractability based on ETH, [10–12, 15]). Unless ETH fails, there
is no algorithm for Independent Set running in time f(k)no(k), where n is the number of
vertices in the graph. Furthermore, if there is a polynomial parameter-preserving reduction
from Independent Set to a parameterised problem Π, then there is also no algorithm
deciding an instance I of Π in time f(k) |I|o(k).
Note that Lemma 12 also rules out any f(k)·(m+n)o(k)-algorithm for Independent Set
since the number m of egdes in a graph is at most quadratic in n. Clearly, the bound
also applies to the more general Independent Family problem. Composing this with the
reductions in Lemmas 4 and 8 yields the following result.
I Lemma 13. Unless ETH fails, there exists no f(|X|)·(m+n)o(|X|)-algorithm for Extension
MinHS for any computable function f . Also, Independent Family (resp.Multicoloured
Independent Family) cannot be solved in time f(k)(|S| + |T | + |U |)o(k) (resp. in time
f(k)(
∑k
i=1 |Si|+ |T |+ |U |)o(k)).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
6 Conclusion
We presented an algorithm for the enumeration of the transversal hypergraph in lexicograph-
ical order and gave a guarantee on the delay between two consecutive outputs. This delay is
polynomial so long as the maximum size of any minimal solution is independent of the input
size. The algorithm employs an extension oracle for minimal hitting sets to prune an implicit
decision tree. The extension problem is known to be NP-complete. However, we proved that
one cannot avoid solving it when the aim is to generate the transversals lexicographically.
We gave an algorithm for this subroutine that has a polynomial run time at least in cases in
which the set to be extended is of constant size. The extension problem remains hard when
parameterised by this size. In fact, we identified it as one of only a few natural problems
complete for the class W [3]. We proved that our algorithm is optimal under ETH.
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For future work, it would be interesting to gain further insights into the structure of
minimal hitting sets to identify more tractable cases of the extension problem, potentially
even allowing for an FPT-algorithm. This, in turn, may reveal new classes of hypergraphs
for which there is an efficient enumeration algorithm. Beyond the concrete task at hand, we
feel that the introduction of fixed-parameter techniques in general is capable of shedding
new light on the complexity of classical enumeration problems.
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